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Chapter 491 
At this time, Barena and Liang were being stopped by the guys from the Clinic. 
 
“Excuse me, do you have an appointment?” 
 
The guy looked at Barena very vigilantly. 
 
He hadn’t met Barena, and there were too many messy people who came to Clinic for genius doctors in 
the past two days, so he didn’t dare to let people in casually. 
 
Barena hurriedly said: “Hello little brother, I am Barena, the eldest master of the Wei family. Please 
inform the genius doctor Tianqi that there were many offenses at the traditional medicine Expo. I came 
here today to apologize and ask the genius doctor Tianqi to give him an apology. An opportunity to 
apologize in person.” 
 
The man said coldly: “The genius doctor Tianqi said, those who have not made an appointment will not 
see him, so please go out quickly!” 
 
“Please be polite to me, I am also the eldest master of the Wei family anyway, I will tell…” 
 
“Sorry, we at the Clinic doesn’t know any Wei family, so you should go out quickly, otherwise I will call 
someone!” 
 
The guy still didn’t give up, and didn’t give Barena any face, and directly pushed him out. 
 
“Don’t, little brother, if you have something to say…” Barena immediately panicked when he saw this. 
 
He came here today to beg Tianqi to take action and save Fredmen. 
 
If Fredmen’s roots really festered to the point of amputation, then the Wei family would be really 
miserable. 
 
In the eyes of the Wei family, Tianqi is probably the only one who can save Fredmen now. 
 
Not to mention the extravagant hope that Tianqi completely cure Fredmen, as long as he can cure his 
fester, the Wei family can be considered to have escaped the disaster. 
 
Therefore, he placed most of his hopes on Fredmen. 
 
If this were to let his father know that he hadn’t even seen Tianqi’s face, he would definitely be furious. 
 
Liang, the illegitimate son of the Wei family, stood by just watching, not daring to speak. 
 
This time his father Youngzheng said that whoever can solve this crisis can become the chairman of 
Wei’s Pharmaceutical, so the first thing he thought of was to ask Tianqi for help. 



 
However, he didn’t expect his brother Barena to have the same idea, so he could only be a follower and 
follow Barena. 
 
Barena wanted to see Tianqi as soon as possible, so he shouted into the Clinic: “Mr. Shi, we have a life-
saving thing to look for you, please let us in!” 
 
The dude was also angry: “I said that he won’t see you without an appointment. Are you not too 
shameless to shout like this!” 
 
At this time, Tianqi had ended the call with Marven and stepped out. 
 
Walking to the door, seeing the two brothers of the Wei family, Tianqi said coldly: “Why are you two 
making trouble in my Clinic?” 
 
Seeing Tianqi coming out, Barena pushed the guy aside and said quickly: “Genius doctor Tianqi, I am 
Barena from the Wei family. This time I am looking for your help!” 
 
Tianqi’s expression was a little bit sullen, and he said, “I remember you. On the day of the traditional 
medicine Expo, you were disrespectful to Mr. Ye, and now you dare to come to me to make trouble?” 
 
Barena hurriedly begged: “Don’t get me wrong. On the day of the traditional medicine Expo, I was also 
confused and offended Marven for a while. Please also ask you not to remember the villain and forgive 
me this time.” 
 
“Impossible.” Tianqi said coldly: “Mr. Ye is kind to me. You offend him, it is more serious than offending 
me, so no matter what you ask me to do for you, I will not agree, please go back.” 
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After Tianqi finished speaking, he drove people away with a wave of his sleeves. 
 
Barena panicked and begged: “I’m really sorry to perform like that genius doctor. My mistakes are all my 
fault. I have no complaints if you want to beat or scold me. It’s just that the Wei family has encountered 
a huge crisis this time. You can’t watch our family. The young and old getting killed?” 
 
Tianqi said coldly: “Sorry, I am not familiar with you, and your family has nothing to do with me. Please 
leave.” 
 
Upon hearing this, Barena hurriedly snatched the brocade box from Liang and handed it to Tianqi. He 
respectfully said: “Shi the genius doctor, this is a little bit of my heart, a piece of fine Hetian jade seed 
material, worth five million. Please accept it!” 
 
However, Tianqi didn’t even look at the so-called Hetian jade seed material. He didn’t even open the 
brocade box, and said unceremoniously: “Don’t say five million, even if it is fifty million, five hundred 
million, I will not Take it! You go, you are not welcome here.” 
 



At this moment, Liang, who had been silent on the side, sighed softly, knelt directly on the ground, and 
begged Tianqi bitterly, “doctor Tianqi, please be merciful and save our Wei family. I will give it to you. 
Kowtowed.” 
 
Seeing Liang’s pious appearance, Tianqi’s expression was a little slow. 
 
Compared with Barena, Liang is obviously more educated and polite. Compared with his arrogant and 
conceited brother, it is two extremes. 
 
Barena glared at Liang with dissatisfaction at this time, and cursed in his heart: This b@stard drama is 
quite good, and he actually kneels and kowtows in front of him. Maybe he wants to grab his own credit 
and covet the position of the head of the house. Right? 
 
Thinking of this, Barena kicked Liang away and cursed: “You are an illegitimate child, what qualifications 
do you have to kneel on behalf of the Wei family? If you want to kneel on behalf of the Wei family, it is 
me who is the heir of the Wei family!” 
 
Liang was kicked to the ground, but he dared not say a word of complaint. He hurriedly got up, patted 
the dirt on his body, and stood aside humbly. 
 
At this time, Barena knelt on his knees and begged: “Shi the genius doctor, Fredmen, you should know 
that his illness was not cured by our Wei family, but it was aggravated seriously. Now his place is about 
to rot. He threatened to destroy our family, and now only you can save our life.” 
 
Tianqi had known their purpose for coming to him for a long time, and he refused again without 
hesitation: “Let me go and save Fredmen? I tell you, it is absolutely impossible! Neither you nor 
Fredmen have repeatedly disrespected Mr. Ye? So even if you said that the sky is falling into your house, 
I can’t make a move.” 
 
After finishing speaking, Tianqi coldly said to his buddy: “Okay, get them out of here!” 
 
Immediately afterwards, Tianqi didn’t look back, turned around and walked towards the Clinic, without 
wavering at all. 
 
Although it is said that the healer’s parental heart, the good heart should not be imposed on the wicked. 
 
The guy immediately pushed Barena and Liang out: “If the two of you block the mouth of our the Clinic 
again, I will have to call the police.” 
 
Standing at the gate of the Clinic, Barena looked very ugly. 
 
Apart from Tianqi, Wrestvel certainly has no more powerful genius doctor who can cure Fredmen’s 
fester. 
 
As a result, as Fredmen’s fester became more and more serious, the entire Wei family would also 
completely lose hope. 
 
At this time, Liang asked in a low voice, “Big Brother, what should we do now?” 



 
Barena glanced at him in disgust, slapped him up, and cursed: “Liang, how many times have I told you, 
don’t call me big brother, you wild species, you are not worthy at all!” 
 
After that, Barena looked at him contemptuously, and said coldly: “I’m going to find someone else to 
find a way, you can go back by yourself!” 
 
As Barena spoke, he got into his luxury car and walked away. 
 
Liang stood there for a moment, with anger and unwillingness in his eyes. 
 
He stretched his hand into his arms, touched something that had been hidden in his arms for more than 
ten years, as if he had made some decision, secretly gritted his teeth, turned around and entered Clinic… 
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The attendant at the Clinic saw that Liang had walked back again and immediately said with a cold face, 
“Why are you here again? Go away! You are not welcome here!” 
 
Liang begged: “Little brother, I have something to say to the genius doctor Tianqi in person, I will leave 
after speaking!” 
 
The guy frowned and said: “The genius doctor Tianqi doesn’t want to see you, don’t you know anything 
about yourself?” 
 
Liang knelt on the ground with a puff and shouted loudly into the inside: “Mr. Shi, Liang begs to see you, 
and speak to you face to face, please be merciful! If you don’t want to see Liang, Liang will be with you. 
Kneel down in front of the store!” 
 
Tianqi had already walked to the room behind the Clinic, and he sighed when he heard Liang’s voice. 
 
The illegitimate child of the Wei family has been in contact with him several times, and he feels that he 
is indeed very educated and knows how the etiquette. 
 
And Tianqi did feel that Liang’s situation in the Wei family was worthy of sympathy. 
 
Therefore, hearing Liang’s words at this time, he felt a little compassionate in his heart. 
 
So he paced out and saw that Barena had already left, leaving Liang alone at the door, and said to him, 
“You come in with me.” 
 
“Thank you doctor Tianqi!” Liang was overjoyed, got up in a hurry, and followed Tianqi to the back hall. 
 
As soon as he entered the back hall, Liang immediately took out a slender wooden box made of 
mahogany from his arms, then opened the wooden box, revealing a whole body of Wang ginseng. 
 
He offered the ginseng in front of Tianqi with both hands, blurting out: “Genius doctor Tianqi, this 
thousand-year-old snow ginseng is the thousand-year snow ginseng that my mother left to me when she 



was alive. It is her treasure for a lifetime. I know that you respect that Mr. Ye, so I want to dedicate this 
thousand-year-old snow ginseng to Mr. Ye, and ask Mr. Ye to take action to save the Wei family!” 
 
Tianqi was stunned when he looked at the small snow ginseng. 
 
It turned out to be a thousand-year snow ginseng! 
 
This thing, he has only seen the description in the classical medical books, when he once thought that 
this thing did not exist, and the snow ginseng was at most a hundred years old. 
 
Although this snow ginseng is not as long as a folding fan, its whole body is already a little translucent. 
This is because it has been waxed. Normal ginseng will not wax. It must be so obvious that it is waxed, a 
sign of it’s long life! 
 
This also allowed Tianqi to conclude that 80% of this snow ginseng is really a thousand-year snow 
ginseng! 
 
Unexpectedly, this thing actually exists! 
 
He couldn’t help but ask in surprise: “This…this is really yours? How come you have such precious 
medicinal materials?!” 
 
Liang nodded and said earnestly: “Mr. Shi, to tell you, my mother is a native of Changbai Mountain. 
Following my grandfather, my ancestors have been collecting medicine in Changbai Mountain for 
generations. This thousand-year-old snow ginseng was handed down from my mother’s family for 
generations.” 
 
After speaking, Liang said again: “My father Youngzheng just started the medicinal material business, 
and he often went to Changbai Mountain to collect medicinal materials. He lied and deceived my 
mother. After my mother was pregnant with me, he left. I also grew up at the foot of Changbai 
Mountain…” 
 
“Until my mother was seriously ill and was about to pass away, she was afraid that I would be alone, so 
she contacted my grandfather. Grandpa thought I was of Wei family blood after all and could not be left 
outside, so he ordered my father to pick me up in Changbai Mountain and bring me back to Wei’s 
house.” 
 
“When my mother was leaving, she left this snow ginseng plant to me, so that I must keep it close to my 
body at all times to prepare for emergencies. Now that the Wei family is in disaster, if Mr. Ye is willing to 
lend a hand, I I would like to dedicate this thousand-year snow ginseng to Mr. Ye!” 
 
Tianqi was speechless in shock. 
 
He only knew that Liang was an illegitimate child, but he didn’t know that there was such a story behind 
it. 
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For Liang, he had never said these words to anyone in his life, and Tianqi was the first. 



 
Ever since he was brought to Wei’s house, Liang has been humiliated and tortured by others. 
 
Since childhood, his father Youngzheng hated him, and his brother Barena hated him even more. He has 
always been scolded, beaten, and subjected to various humiliations. He himself has long been used to it. 
 
He has been patient, waiting for the day when he can meet a suitable opportunity to get rid of this dark 
and skyless status quo. 
 
Just as the Wei family is suffering from disaster, Youngzheng also let out a word that whoever can solve 
this crisis can become the chairman of Wei’s Pharmaceuticals. Therefore, he took out this thousand-
year-old snow ginseng that has been hidden closely for 20 years. , In exchange for it to exhale. 
 
This thousand-year-old snow ginseng has no market value its preciousness. 
 
The 300-year-old purple ginseng, if not for the last time Marven and Fredmen competed, the normal 
price is estimated to be around 30 million. 
 
And this thousand-year-old snow ginseng can be sold for at least 100 million at the normal price. 
 
Liang took it out at this time and gave it to Marven willingly, so that Marven could help the Wei family 
resolve the crisis, so that he could become the chairman of the entire Wei’s Pharmaceutical Company. 
From now on, it will be a shame! 
 
Tianqi was also shocked by this thousand-year-old snow ginseng. 
 
He knew that Marven had magical medicine refining skills, and this thousand years of snow ginseng 
would definitely be of great help to Marven. 
 
So he immediately took out his cell phone and called Marven. 
 
At this time, Marven received the medicinal materials sent by Qin Gang, and combined the 300-year-old 
purple ginseng with other medicinal materials to make 30 rejuvenating pills. 
 
As soon as the Rejuvenation Pill was refined, Marven suddenly received a call from Tianqi. 
 
On the other end of the phone, Tianqi’s respectful voice rang: “Mr. Ye, Liang, the illegitimate son of the 
Wei family, want to ask you for help. If you can help the Wei family tide over the difficulties, he is willing 
to give you a thousand-year-old snow ginseng!” 
 
“Thousand-year snow ginseng? Is it true?” 
 
Marven was very surprised. The 300-year-old purple ginseng is very rare. Snow ginseng is more precious 
than purple ginseng, so it is even rarer. 
 
What’s more, snow ginseng, which is still a thousand years old, is definitely considered the treasure of 
medicine. 
 



Marven is a little excited about the Thousand-Year Snow Ginseng. There is a record in the Nine Profound 
Heaven Scriptures that the snow ginseng more than 500 years old is a treasure of heaven and earth with 
aura. If he can get it, he will improve his own strength. It really has strong effect. 
 
Tianqi said at this time: “Mr. Ye, to be honest, it’s the first time I have seen 1000-year-old snow ginseng. 
I’m really not sure if it’s a thousand years, but it’s at least five hundred years old.” 
 
Marven sighed and praised: “Old Shi, you have done a good job of this matter. I just made a new pill that 
can make you more than ten years younger. I will give you one back.” 
 
When Tianqi heard this, his excited voice trembled a little, and respectfully said: “Mr. Ye, you really 
praise Shi. In fact, this is what I should do. It’s all part of it… “ 
 
Marven smiled indifferently, and said: “Old Shi, Marven has always distinguished rewards and 
punishments. If you do things for me, you will forget your merits if you are unnatural. You will bring 
Liang to see me first, and you will have rewards in the future.” 
 
After that, Marven said again: “You bring Liang over now, let me see if his thousand-year snow ginseng 
is genuine or not.” 
 
Tianqi said excitedly: “OK, Mr. Ye, I will bring him over!” 
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Tianqi hung up the phone and said to Liang, “Mr. Ye has already agreed to see you, you can come with 
me.” 
 
Upon hearing this, Liang immediately showed an expression of gratitude, bowed to Tianqi and said, 
“Thank you for your generous help!” 
 
Tianqi waved his hand and said, “I’m just helping you to connect with Mr. Ye. You don’t have to thank 
me. If Mr. Ye is willing to help you, you can thank Mr. Ye.” 
 
Liang nodded hurriedly, and said, “Shi genius doctor, let’s go now?” 
 
Tianqi responded and said to Zhovia, his granddaughter, and said, “Zhovia, you drive us to Mr. Ye’s 
house.” 
 
When Zhovia heard that she was going to see Mr. Ye, she was immediately excited and said: “Grandpa, 
let’s go now, don’t let Mr. Ye wait long!” 
 
Afterwards, Liang collected the Thousand-Year Snow Ginseng, followed Tianqi and Zhovia out of the 
Clinic, and got into an Audi car that Zhovia bought. 
 
Since Tianqi decided to stay in Wrestvel, Zhovia bought this car for the convenience of traveling with her 
grandfather. 
 
Ten minutes later, the group of three came to Marven’s door. 
 



Tianqi looked at Liang and reminded: “Your brother had some conflicts with Mr. Ye before. When you 
meet with Mr. Ye, you must not be disrespectful.” 
 
Liang nodded hurriedly and said, “Please don’t worry about it genius doctor! Liang dare not disrespect 
Mr. Ye!” 
 
“Yeah.” Tianqi also knew that Liang and his arrogant brother were not the same, so he nodded and 
pressed the doorbell of Marven’s house. 
 
Marven opened the door. When Tianqi and Zhovia saw Marven, they hurriedly bowed and said 
respectfully, “Hello Mr. Ye!” 
 
Liang also hurriedly followed to salute and said, “Liang has seen Mr. Ye.” 
 
Marven nodded and said, “You don’t need to be so polite, come in and talk.” 
 
The three of them entered the house. 
 
As soon as they entered the house, the three of them couldn’t help but look at the decorations in the 
living room. This was the first time for the three of them to come to Marven’s house, so everyone 
couldn’t help but be surprised. Marven had already been in the upper class of Wrestvel. With a very 
detached status, why live in such an ordinary residential building that can no longer be ordinary? 
 
Liang also felt that Mr. Ye was unfathomable, a super-rich who could easily throw a hundred millions at 
auctions, living in such a simple environment. 
 
Marven didn’t know the thoughts of the three of them. He pointed to the sofa and said to them: “Sit 
down.” 
 
The three of them answered and sat opposite Marven. 
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Marven looked at Liang and asked curiously: “I heard you have something to ask me?” 
 
Liang nodded hurriedly, took out the wooden box containing Thousand-Year Snow Ginseng from his 
arms, handed it to Marven, and said respectfully: 
 
“Mr. Ye, this thousand-year-old snow ginseng is a family heirloom passed down by my mother’s family 
for many years. I have been wearing it close to my body over the years, but this kind of treasure is in my 
hands and can’t produce much effect, so I thought about it. Dedicate it to Mr. Ye!” 
 
Marven didn’t say ha, he took the wooden box, opened it, and when he looked at it, he saw a snow-
Wang ginseng with human-like roots and some waxy snow ginseng lying quietly in it. 
 
With just one glance, Marven could feel the strong and rich spiritual energy in it, this is really a treasure 
of heaven and earth! It has survived for thousands of years between heaven and earth, and absorbed all 
the aura between heaven and earth, and its origin is Changbai Mountain, where even now, it is very well 
protected and almost primitive ecology, so this snow ginseng is also more pure. 



 
Marven couldn’t help but get excited. If this thousand-year-old snow ginseng is used for his own use, it 
can make his own strength directly cross a level, which is simply an unforgettable opportunity. 
 
So Marven asked indifferently: “Liang, what do you want me to do?” 
 
Liang hurriedly said: “Mr. Ye, let me tell you that Fredmen, the head of the Orgeyon Xiao family and the 
chairman of the Future Company Group, lost his male ability some time ago. After taking the Wei 
family’s improved prescription, the roots began to fester. Now the doctor They all said that his roots 
can’t be kept, and he needs amputation. If he does amputation, then my Wei family will suffer! So I 
asked Mr. Ye to take action to help Fredmen solve the ulceration problem and help the Wei family 
survive the catastrophe… .” 
 
Marven smiled playfully, instead of replying directly to him, instead he asked with a curious look: “I 
heard that you suffer and are humiliate in the Wei family, why did you take out such precious snow 
ginseng at this time and beg me to help the Wei family survive? Difficulty?” 
 
Liang confessed: “I have really suffered humiliation in the Wei family all these years. To be honest, I 
have no feelings for the Wei family. If my mother was not among the dead and unable to raise me, she 
would not let the Wei family treat me. I was received by Wrestvel from Changbai Mountain…” 
 
Speaking of this, Liang suddenly became a little excited, clenched his fists, and said, “The Wei family has 
given me so much humiliation for so many years. The reason why I am still in the Wei family is to find a 
chance to avenge the humiliation of these years! Also! My father did great harm to my mother back 
then. I always hope that one day I can let him lower his head, let him go to Changbai Mountain, go to my 
mother’s grave, and confess to my mother!” 
 
At this point in Liang’s words, he was a little excited, and this man in his thirties actually shed two lines 
of tears. 
 
He choked up and said: “Mr. Ye doesn’t know anything. My mother, originally the only daughter of a 
family of herbal medicine collectors at the foot of Changbai Mountain, not a big family, but because of 
the craftsmanship of herbal medicine, life still rich. The scm, my father, when he went to Changbai 
Mountain to collect medicine, saw that my mother was beautiful and young and ignorant, so he 
deceived her. The mother was played with by him. She thought he would marry her, but she didn’t 
expect this sumbag to be a man of no words. He left, and my mother was pregnant with his child…” 
 
Having said that, Liang told Marven exactly what happened back then. 
 
Liang’s mother was pregnant when she was unmarried. When she was pregnant with Liang, she was 
slandered in Changbai Mountain. If it weren’t for her pregnancy, his mother would have wanted to end 
her life. 
 
Later, Liang was born, and in the village at the foot of Changbai Mountain, he also became a wild species 
for everyone to point to. His only warmth and safe haven in his childhood was his mother. 
 
But his mother became ill with overwork and grievances, and died when Liang was not an adult. 
 



Liang came to Wei’s house without his mother, and he never had a good day. His father looked down on 
his mother, so he also looked down on him. The stepmother and half-brother abused him, beat him, and 
humiliated him everyday in twenty years. He has been holding back, holding back to find a chance for 
revenge. 
 
Speaking of this, he looked at Marven and said sincerely: “Mr. Ye, my father promised that whoever can 
solve this problem for the family will become the chairman of Wei’s Pharmaceutical. If you can help me 
get a direction, then I will be your horse for the rest of my life! Everything is up to you!” 
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After hearing what Liang said, Marven suddenly felt that Liang was a bit similar to himself. 
 
Once upon a time, he was also an orphan and Rubbish who was humiliated and bullied by others. 
 
When Darren found him and handed over the Emgrand Group and a tens of billions of premium cards to 
his hands, it truly ushered in a turning point in his life. 
 
Later, he accidentally got the Nine Profound Heaven Scriptures by accident, and made himself soar into 
the sky. 
 
And once, when he was spurned by everyone, how could he be waiting for an opportunity, waiting for 
an opportunity to prove myself to everyone, waiting for an opportunity to slap everyone who despised 
him! 
 
Therefore, he can understand Liang’s feelings well. 
 
A child who has been scolded as a wild breed since childhood, his mother died and went to his biological 
father’s house, and suffered even greater torture, and after twenty years, the degree of tolerance in his 
heart was even higher than his original self. 
 
Thinking of this, Marven has decided to help him and help him gain control of the entire Wei family. 
 
It just so happened that his b@stard brother was his enemy, and his thousand-year-old snow ginseng 
was exactly what he needed urgently. 
 
So Marven said: “Liang, since you want revenge so much, then I can help you.” 
 
When Liang heard this, he knelt on the ground with excitement, knocked his head to the ground, and 
said loudly, “Thank you Mr. Ye for your generous help, Liang will never forget it!” 
 
Marven gave a hum, helped him up, and asked, “Where is Fredmen now?” 
 
“He’s at the Wei’s house!” Liang said hurriedly, “The ulcer in his place cannot be treated, so he 
temporarily received anti-inflammatory and antibacterial treatments at the house.” 
 
Marven nodded and said, “If this is the case, then go and treat him.” 
 



After speaking, Marven said again: “But I’m telling the ugly things first. I only care about his festering 
things. As for the things he can’t use, I don’t care.” 
 
Liang said hurriedly: “Mr. Ye can rest assured that he can’t use it here. It has nothing to do with my Wei 
family. The Wei family only needs to help him prevent the fester, even if it is cleaned up with him!” 
 
Marven smiled slightly: “Okay, then let’s go now.” 
 
Liang nodded in excitement, “OK, Mr. Ye!” 
 
…… 
 
At this time, almost everyone in the living room of the Wei’s villa was concentrated here, and their 
expressions were extremely anxious. 
 
The deadline given by Fredmen was already near. Everyone went out for a long lap, but no one found a 
solution to Fredmen’s troubles. 
 
Fredmen’s expression was also very gloomy. At this time, he was still infusing fluids. Antibiotics could 
only slow down the speed of his festering, but still could not stop the festering footsteps. Right now, his 
pain was beginning to get worse and the situation was getting worse. 
 
Fredmen saw that the Wei family went out one by one, and came back one by one. Everyone was almost 
back. He couldn’t help but shouted in anger, “What? You haven’t found a way to heal me?!” 
 
Everyone looks embarrassed and panicked but dare not to answer him. 
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Fredmen looked at the Wei Family Patriarch coldly, and shouted: “Youngzheng, haven’t you thought of a 
way?” 
 
Youngzheng trembled in his heart and quickly said: “Don’t worry, Fredmen. I have sent someone to find 
a famous doctor for you in other places, and I have also mobilized the Wei family’s contacts in the 
pharmaceutical industry to find some broader and more powerful antibiotics will definitely cure you.” 
 
Although that was the case, Youngzheng had no idea in his heart. 
 
It was originally hoped that Barena could invite Tianqi, but Tianqi didn’t give him any chance at all. After 
he was driven out of Clinic by Tianqi, he went to find a few famous traditional medicine doctors in 
Wrestvel, but when everyone heard it was Fredmen, No one wants to come. 
 
The things that Fredmen couldn’t do in Wrestvel had long been spread, and the things that caused 
ulceration there by taking medicine indiscriminately were well known. 
 
Moreover, the doctors at the People’s Hospital had already said that his condition was the only way to 
amputate his limbs. Who would dare to be in trouble at this time? 
 



If it is not cured, not only will be ridiculed, but Fredmen may also retaliate. After all, the Wei family was 
retaliated by him for giving the wrong medicine, so that they would seek doctors for help. 
 
Barena searched a lot, but couldn’t find anyone to treat Fredmen. In desperation, he could only return 
home temporarily. 
 
The experience of other Wei family members is similar to that of Barena. Anyway, as soon as everyone 
heard that it was treating Fredmen, eleven of the ten doctors were unwilling to come, and they would 
not come for any amount of money. 
 
Upon seeing this, Youngzheng felt that the future of the Wei family was dim. 
 
The speed of Fredmen’s festering was not too slow. At this speed, he estimated that he would be rotten 
in two days. By that time, the Wei family was afraid that he would not know how to die… 
 
Barena on the side couldn’t help pulling Youngzheng aside, and said in a low voice, “Dad…what should 
we do now? Shall we run away?” 
 
Youngzheng turned sullenly, turned his head to look at him, getting more angry as he watched, and 
whispered: “You know how to escape, where can you escape? Do you think Fredmen won’t bother us if 
we escape Wrestvel?” 
 
After that, Youngzheng looked at him annoyed, and blurted out: “I asked you to ask Tianqi to come over 
anyway, but you came back alone. You’re really useless!” 
 
Barena said dissatisfied: “Dad, you can’t blame me. Tianqi, the Old Master, heard that he wanted to 
treat Fredmen, but he immediately refused. It was clear that he and Fredmen had hatred. What can I 
do?” 
 
Youngzheng raised his hand and slapped him in the face and angrily scolded, “This has always been the 
case since childhood. If something happens, you will shirk responsibility. If you can’t bring Tianqi, do you 
think you are not to blame? Then have you thought about it? Want to win over Fredmen and give 
Fredmen a drug that has not been clinically verified?” 
 
Speaking of this, Youngzheng coughed angrily and scolded angrily: “If you didn’t make this kind of thing, 
how could we have fallen to where we are today? My hard work for a lifetime is about to be destroyed. 
You have done it!” 
 
Barena was spoiled since childhood. His father Youngzheng had hardly beaten him. At this moment, 
Youngzheng slapped him very hard, and he was full of anger and disappointment. 
 
Barena, who was beaten, had an ugly expression. He also knew that this incident was his own trouble, so 
it was impossible to clear this responsibility. 
 
He could only cover his face and stammered: “Dad, I’m sorry, I was wrong, but I was also trying to make 
our Wei family go further. After all, Fredmen is the chairman of Future Company Group. If we can climb 
with his relationship will definitely develop more smoothly in the future…” 
 



Wei Yong sighed in despair. Barena’s words also touched him to some extent. His son didn’t intend to 
harm the Wei family. He did hope that the Wei family could be better… 
 
Could it be that this is the destiny of the Wei family? ! 
 
It may also be that he owed too many debts when he was young, and now he is finally going to be 
punished? 
 
Just as he was depressed, someone in the Wei family suddenly shouted with excitement: “Liang is 
coming with the genius doctor Tianqi, and a young man, he is back!” 
 
Chapter 499 
As soon as he said this, everyone showed excited eyes. 
 
Youngzheng’s eyes widened, and he tremblingly asked: “What did you just say? Who did Liang bring 
back?!” 
 
A person shouted at the door: “Liang brought Tianqi to the genius doctor, and a young man! He has 
entered the yard!” 
 
As soon as the voice fell, Youngzheng’s expression immediately changed from surprise to ecstasy! 
 
Tianqi is here? ! 
 
Liang finally asked Tianqi to move? ! 
 
God! Is the Wei family finally saved? ! 
 
Fredmen stood up even more excited! 
 
He didn’t even care about the needle for the infusion on the back of his hand, his eyes were red with 
excitement! 
 
Since the roots began to fester, he actually felt vaguely in his heart that only Tianqi could keep his roots. 
 
However, he also knew that Tianqi was very dissatisfied with him, and it was impossible to save him. 
 
As for why Tianqi had changed his mind again and followed the Wei family back to treat him, he couldn’t 
understand, and he didn’t bother to think about it. He just wanted to get his own roots cured. 
 
Even if it is useless, as long as it stays there neatly, he never wants to lose it… 
 
Youngzheng, who has been in poor health, walked to the door with excitement and exclaimed in 
excitement, “Quick! Get the genius doctor Tianqi in!” 
 
Barena on the side was incredulous, and blurted, “How could Liang, a wild species, invite Tianqi? He 
can’t do it at all!” 
 



“Shut up! We don’t care how he does it. It’s a good thing to be able to invite Tianqi.” 
 
Youngzheng gave Barena a stern look, and blurted out a warning: “Don’t talk nonsense later, you will 
wait until Fredmen is cured!” 
 
Barena was very upset, but he nodded and said yes. 
 
At this time, Liang, together with Tianqi and Marven, stepped into Wei’s house. 
 
Seeing Tianqi, the rest of the Wei family members were relieved. 
 
Everyone believed that since Tianqi came, the Wei family would be saved! 
 
“Unexpectedly, at the moment of the crisis, it was Liang who turned the tide, which is incredible.” 
 
“It seems that Wei’s Pharmaceutical will be handed over to Liang now!” 
 
With Liang’s sudden eruption, the wind direction of the entire Wei family seemed to change a little. 
 
After all, Youngzheng has said before, whoever can solve this problem, is the chairman of Wei’s 
Pharmaceutical, the owner of the family! 
 
For a moment, everyone’s eyes became strange. 
 
Hearing these people’s comments, Barena’s face turned red and red, and his eyes were full of hatred. 
 
Liang! You wild species, dare to steal my limelight? 
 
And Tianqi, the old immortal thing, when he invited him, he clearly refused, why did Liang invite him, 
and he came? 
 
At this moment, he saw Marven. 
 
His face immediately became extremely ugly. 
 
He will never forget the humiliation that Marven let him face. Forcing him to lick the urinal in the 
brilliant club! 
 
Chapter 500 
Unexpectedly, this guy actually got together with Liang wild species! 
 
Fredmen greeted him happily, but after seeing Marven, his face immediately became difficult to look. 
 
At the same time, his heart was suddenly upset. 
 
The humiliation he suffered at the hands of Marven was no less than Barena’s! 
 



Originally, he regarded Marven as a mortal enemy, but now that Marven and Tianqi came together, he 
did not dare to pretend to be forced, because he knew that Tianqi, an old thing, seemed to have been 
poured into Marven’s ambit and treated Marven respectfully. If he offends Marven again, he will 
definitely not care about it anymore. 
 
Thinking of this, without saying anything, he immediately stepped forward and bowed to Tianqi and 
said: “Uncle, I made you angry before, it was all my fault. I now know I was wrong. Please heal me!” 
 
Tianqi said nonchalantly: “I said that our two families will never have any relationship in the future, 
please don’t call me uncle again, I can’t afford it!” 
 
After all, he pointed to Marven next to him, and said respectfully: “Also, the person who will take care of 
you today is not me, but Mr. Ye!” 
 
In Tianqi’s eyes, Marven’s ability was almost close to God’s, and nothing else, his refined magic medicine 
alone, in Tianqi’s eyes, had surpassed all doctors and pharmacists in the world. 
 
Therefore, Tianqi respects Marven all the time and has a heartfelt respect for him. 
 
When Fredmen heard this, he was immediately stunned, and looked at Marven in disbelief: “Marven, 
can you heal me?” 
 
Marven looked at Fredmen playfully, and said, “Fredmen, your attitude is not so good, do you still want 
your roots?” 
 
Tianqi also frowned and said, “Fredmen, Mr. Ye is the only person in this world who can save you. If you 
still disrespect Mr. Ye, I hope you will not regret it in the future!” 
 
As soon as Fredmen heard this, he immediately snorted in his heart! 
 
The eight achievements of his illness were caused by Marven, who made the tactics at the renovation 
summit, but he has not found any direct evidence. 
 
What’s more, Marven has humiliated him more than once! Let him call his father and grandpa! 
 
It can be said that the person he hates most in this world is Marven. 
 
However, when he heard that Marven was the only one who could save him, Fredmen immediately 
squeezed all the hatred in his heart, quickly changed his face, and said to Marven with a flattering 
expression: “I was wrong, Mr. Ye, you Don’t take it to your heart, please help me and save my life!” 
 
Marven smiled faintly, looked at him and asked, “Fredmen, have you forgotten what I should be called?” 
 
Fredmen gritted his teeth and thought to himself that if a man can bend and stretch, he will fight for 
roots! 
 
So, he immediately knelt on the ground and said to Marven: “Grandpa, what happened before was all 
my fault. Please don’t remember the villain’s fault, please help me!” 



 
As he said, he still twitched his mouth for fear that Marven would be angry and would not give him 
treatment. 
 
The rest were dumbfounded, this is Fredmen! 
 
The chairman of Future Company Group actually called a young grandfather? 
 
What is the identity of this young man who can make the chairman of a large group bow his head so 
much? ! 
 
Marven nodded in satisfaction at this time and said, “Not bad, you are getting more and more skilled in 
your business!” 
 
Youngzheng and Tianqi all admired Marven so much, but Fredmen even called Marven grandfather, 
almost falling off his startled eyes. 
 
He hurriedly stepped forward and complimented: “After hearing the name of Mr. Ye for a long time, I 
can’t think of seeing your true face today. It is really a master indeed! I strongly believe you can deal 
with Chairman Xiao’s illness, please help him!” 
 
Barena on the side couldn’t help but feel angry when he saw Marven, so he gritted his teeth and said: 
“Dad, this grandson is not a master at all! I’ve asked about it a long time ago. He is just a feng shui god 
stick! Don’t believe him! It must be Liang, a wild species, who colluded with him to lie to you!” 
 
Youngzheng shook his heart. Seeing Marven frowned, he immediately slapped Barena with his hand. 
 
What he didn’t expect was that when Fredmen, who was kneeling on the ground, heard this, he jumped 
up and slapped Barena too. The two of them, one left and the other on right, gave Barena a bow from 
left to right! 
 


